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A spiffy guide to anything and everything a girl could need to know! How to do almost anything in one handy little book! Want to be known for your unique
style? Inside you'll learn how to design your own clothes (p. 35), do the perfect manicure (p. 82), or make your own lip gloss (p. 11). Feel like impressing your
friends? Show them how you can make a crystal (p. 16), juggle one-handed (p. 33), or deal with a bully (p. 42). Bored and need something to do? Not
anymore when you find out how to keep a secret diary (p. 88), make a scrapbook (p. 9), or put together a dance routine (p. 24). And tons of other neat-o
things you need to know how to do!
Embracing Greatness: A Guide for Living the Life You Love takes the lid off previously held beliefs you have about yourself and the world around you. In
this book, you'll learn how to shine a conscious light of inquiry and understanding on those beliefs. The process revealed in Embracing Greatness helps you
uncover the special contributions you're meant to make in the world and action steps toward them. Get ready to transform your life - your relationships;
your physical, emotional, and spiritual health; your financial freedom; your joy in life; your business and creative expression; and the ability to do what you
want, when you want, where you want, and with whom you want. Find out more at www.EmbracingGreatness.com. Even before its publication, here's
what people who received advance copies said about Embracing Greatness: A Guide for Living the Life You Love. "Sophia Falke has nailed it! In her own
inimitable way Sophia helps you discover the beauty and purpose in your uniqueness ... Please read this book!" Mike Rayburn, CSP, CPAE, Hall of Fame
Keynote Artist. "If you're ready to live the life you would love, ... You will forever thank yourself for reading and applying this wonderful book." Mary
Morrissey, International Speaker, Best-Selling Author, CEO Consultant. "Embracing Greatness is for anyone who wants to discover and cast aside longheld barriers to personal success." Kathleen Quinlan, MSW, LCSW, Author/Producer of The Land of Love. "As a business owner who left corporate life to
start my own business, I was inspired by Sophia's message..." Deborah Armstrong, Small Business Owner. "Embracing Greatness is like taking a walk on a
warm spring day with a much respected mentor while getting the pep-talk of a lifetime. Filled with inspiration, doable exercises, and heartwarming stories of
real people making tremendous positive changes, this personal-growth handbook is a true gem!" Cate Montana, MA, Author of The E Word: Ego,
Enlightenment & Other Essentials.
A lifetime of confidence skills starts here the best Coloring Book For Girls Ages 4-8, designed specifically for kids, Animal Coloring Book For Girls Ages
4-8, teaches the concept of love through the creative process of coloring cute and loving animals with motivational and educational affirmations. So if you
are searching a coloring Books For Girls Ages 6-8, or 4-8 years old this is the perfect book!This is an educational coloring book for girls that will help
through imagination to increase the value of love in girls, the importance of love to build their happiness! Love moves the world! Love is an inspiration and
in this motivational coloring book For Girls you will find also an educational coloring book, perfect gift! So girls will learn the value of love and enjoy
seeing the love between animals! There are drawings with cute animals where you can test how to color or share with a friend and then you will find an
extra drawing with a beautiful message about how valuable love is! They are several lovely moments in this Animal Coloring Book For Girls Ages 4-8,
where we find horses, elephants, owls, cats, dogs, and many more animals, and when you see them your heart will be completely melted. Feel and enjoy in
your heart the fun among friends and families of cute animals exploring the jungle, playing in the forest, having fun near your home, pets or jungle animals
that hug and love each other, share the beauty of a flower, enjoy the moment of an affectionate kiss, they will make your heart feel very happy because the
little stars, the bubbles in the soul and the brightness of love feels delicious. A precious gift for any girl! Also, there are many hearts, stars, flowers, insects,
rainbows, doodles and fun decorations for coloring. You can share the magic of love in the animal kingdom with your little daughter, your sister, your
granddaughter, your niece, your friend, or with an adult, with whom you want! This coloring book is for spend happy moments free of screens, without
clutter and let the imagination fly. It is an animal coloring book designed for kids and girls from ages 6-8 and also ages 4 -8. Older children between 8 and
12 years old who love animal coloring books, can also have a lot of fun and of course most adults! Perfect for artists! Girls can color with pencils, crayons,
with a unique draw per page to also allow to use markers, gel. Enjoy! KEY POINTS
It is an Animal Coloring Book For Girls Ages 4-8.
Beautiful
Illustrations. We've included 10 unique images for you to express your creativity and make masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for this loving
animals?
Double Images. You get to color your favorite images a second time with inspirational messages to teach the concept of love through cute
animals, to have perfect colors or to share with a friend.
Loving Coloring Pages.
Perfect for coloring with colored pencils, crayons, with white page
behind each drawing to also allow you to use with most markers, gel and does not transfer the artist's work. You can add some sheets under the drawing to
avoid staining and to paint more intensively.
Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its own page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in
other coloring books. Buy and enjoy now!
Tween girls have access to an unbelievable amount of media and information with just a simple click of the remote or mouse. Every outlet they turn to
attempts to subtly influence their worldview...and what they believe about themselves directly affects how they live. Wynter Pitts, founder of For Girls Like
You magazine, gives girls a new devotional showing them a correct definition of themselves, opening their eyes to God's truth and the difference it makes in
their lives. Each daily devotion includes a prayer to help girls apply the lesson. "If you've wondered whether there is anything left on the planet to entertain
your young beauties that promotes morals you'd approve of, look no further" --Author and speaker Priscilla Shirer
My Changing Body
One Crazy Summer
The Story of My Life
Charlotte's Web
The Woman in the Window
Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine

A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam & Cat star Jennette McCurdy about her struggles as a former
child actor—including eating disorders, addiction, and a complicated relationship with her overbearing mother—and how
she retook control of her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years old when she had her first acting audition. Her mother’s
dream was for her only daughter to become a star, and Jennette would do anything to make her mother happy. So she
went along with what Mom called “calorie restriction,” eating little and weighing herself five times a day. She endured
extensive at-home makeovers while Mom chided, “Your eyelashes are invisible, okay? You think Dakota Fanning
doesn’t tint hers?” She was even showered by Mom until age sixteen while sharing her diaries, email, and all her
income. In I’m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette recounts all this in unflinching detail—just as she chronicles what happens
when the dream finally comes true. Cast in a new Nickelodeon series called iCarly, she is thrust into fame. Though Mom
is ecstatic, emailing fan club moderators and getting on a first-name basis with the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”), Jennette is
riddled with anxiety, shame, and self-loathing, which manifest into eating disorders, addiction, and a series of unhealthy
relationships. These issues only get worse when, soon after taking the lead in the iCarly spinoff Sam & Cat alongside
Ariana Grande, her mother dies of cancer. Finally, after discovering therapy and quitting acting, Jennette embarks on
recovery and decides for the first time in her life what she really wants. Told with refreshing candor and dark humor, I’m
Glad My Mom Died is an inspiring story of resilience, independence, and the joy of shampooing your own hair.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide sensation with more than 12 million
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copies sold, “a painfully beautiful first novel that is at once a murder mystery, a coming-of-age narrative and a celebration
of nature” (The New York Times Book Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a
quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals
immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has
survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the
time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild
beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite
ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible murder. Delia Owens
reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and
violent secrets that nature keeps.
Bangkok Express is an often hilarious, always dangerous, fast moving tale of the tricks and turns in an exotic land where
what meets the eye often fools, if not confuses, the observer. Joe leaves behind a life of commuter trains, a messy
divorce, and an egotistical boss to undertake an assignment that changes his life forever. For Joe, Thailand is a private
investigatorâ€™s hardest challenge. A land where women, drink and drugs come with no warning attached and nothing is
what it seems. Can Joe untangle a web of corruption and lies and write the report that the â€˜suitsâ€™ want to see? Or is
there something else on offer, something that will bring more happiness than that of a â€˜job well doneâ€™?Bangkok
Express is a beautifully bizarre, exotic novel that will leave the reader feeling like they just stepped off a fast moving train
in the worldâ€™s most exciting city.
Long before clinch covers and bodice rippers, romance novels had a bad reputation as the lowbrow lit of desperate
housewives and hopeless spinsters. But why were these books-the escape and entertainment of choice for millions of
women-singled out for scorn and shame? Dangerous Books for Girls examines the secret history of the genre's bad
reputation-from the "damned mob of scribbling women" in the nineteenth century to the sexy mass-market paperbacks of
the twentieth century-and shows how romance novels have inspired and empowered generations of women to dream
big, refuse to settle, and believe they're worth it. For every woman who has ever hidden the cover of a romance-and
every woman who has been curious about those "Fabio books"-Dangerous Books For Girls shows why there's no room
for guilt when reading for pleasure.
For Younger Girls
Sophia and Rainbow
Netopia
I'm a Girl
The Care and Keeping of You Journal 1
Ages 4-8: Over 35 Cute, Unique Coloring Pages
"After ten-year-old Sophia meets her unicorn, Rainbow, at Lakeside Unicorn Academy, they're away on their first amazing
adventure--they must discover who is tampering with the lake that gives unicorns their magic!"-RECOMMENDED BY DOLLY PARTON IN PEOPLE MAGAZINE! A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A USA TODAY
BESTSELLER A LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER A PBS BOOK PICK The bestselling historical fiction novel from Kim
Michele Richardson, this is a novel following Cussy Mary, a packhorse librarian and her quest to bring books to the Appalachian
community she loves, perfect for readers of William Kent Kreuger and Lisa Wingate. The perfect addition to your next book club!
The hardscrabble folks of Troublesome Creek have to scrap for everything—everything except books, that is. Thanks to Roosevelt's
Kentucky Pack Horse Library Project, Troublesome's got its very own traveling librarian, Cussy Mary Carter. Cussy's not only a
book woman, however, she's also the last of her kind, her skin a shade of blue unlike most anyone else. Not everyone is keen on
Cussy's family or the Library Project, and a Blue is often blamed for any whiff of trouble. If Cussy wants to bring the joy of books to
the hill folks, she's going to have to confront prejudice as old as the Appalachias and suspicion as deep as the holler. Inspired by
the true blue-skinned people of Kentucky and the brave and dedicated Kentucky Pack Horse library service of the 1930s, The
Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is a story of raw courage, fierce strength, and one woman's belief that books can carry us
anywhere—even back home. Look for The Book Woman's Daughter, the next novel from Kim Michele Richardson coming in May
2022. Other Bestselling Historical Fiction from Sourcebooks Landmark: The Mystery of Mrs. Christie by Marie Benedict The
Engineer's Wife by Tracey Enerson Wood Sold on a Monday by Kristina McMorris
When Little Red sets out to bring a cake to Grandmother's house, she promises the mirror on her wall that she won't talk to
strangers. But as the shadows of the forest press around her, she finds that keeping that promise is hard to do. After all, safety is
found in numbers, isn't it? That depends on what happens when Little Red meets the biggest shadow of all.
4 Books for Girls that you will LOVE! Best Selling Authors - Katrina Kahler, Bill Campbell and Kaz Campbell want to entertain you
with these fabulous stories - Julia Jones' Diary, Diary of a Horse Mad Girl, Diary of an Almost Cool Girl and Diary of Mr TDH (Tall
Dark and Handsome). These are all the first books of the series and girls everywhere rave about them. Perfect for girls aged 8 to
12! Hope you enjoy them!Julia Jones' Diary - Book 1 - My Worst Day Ever!Diary of a Horse Mad Girl - Book 1 - My First PonyDiary
of an Almost Cool Girl - Book 1 - Meet MaddiDiary of Mr TDH - Book 1 - My Life Has Changed
Abigail the Belle of Bravery
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In)
For Girls Like You
Bangkok Express
The Girls' Book: How to Be the Best at Everything
The Bad Reputation of Romance Novels Explained
THE INSTANT BESTSELLER • An indelible portrait of girls, the women they become, and that moment in life when everything can go
horribly wrong NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • NPR • The Guardian • Entertainment
Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Financial Times • Esquire • Newsweek • Vogue • Glamour • People • The Huffington Post • Elle •
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Harper’s Bazaar • Time Out • BookPage • Publishers Weekly • Slate Northern California, during the violent end of the 1960s. At the start of
summer, a lonely and thoughtful teenager, Evie Boyd, sees a group of girls in the park, and is immediately caught by their freedom, their
careless dress, their dangerous aura of abandon. Soon, Evie is in thrall to Suzanne, a mesmerizing older girl, and is drawn into the circle of a
soon-to-be infamous cult and the man who is its charismatic leader. Hidden in the hills, their sprawling ranch is eerie and run down, but to
Evie, it is exotic, thrilling, charged—a place where she feels desperate to be accepted. As she spends more time away from her mother and
the rhythms of her daily life, and as her obsession with Suzanne intensifies, Evie does not realize she is coming closer and closer to
unthinkable violence. Finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize • Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle John Leonard Award •
Shortlisted for The Center for Fiction First Novel Prize • The New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice • Emma Cline—One of Granta’s
Best of Young American Novelists Praise for The Girls “Spellbinding . . . a seductive and arresting coming-of-age story.”—The New York
Times Book Review “Extraordinary . . . Debut novels like this are rare, indeed.”—The Washington Post “Hypnotic.”—The Wall Street Journal
“Gorgeous.”—Los Angeles Times “Savage.”—The Guardian “Astonishing.”—The Boston Globe “Superbly written.”—James Wood, The New
Yorker “Intensely consuming.”—Richard Ford “A spectacular achievement.”—Lucy Atkins, The Times “Thrilling.”—Jennifer Egan “Compelling
and startling.”—The Economist
Coloring Books For Girls: Ages 4-8 BEST IDEA - Special launch price (with continued stock !!!!) Fun! Fun! Fun! Let your children's creativity
take off! Original artist designs, high resolution A great book for kids ages 4-8! * Incredibly fun and relaxing
The astonishing, uplifting story of a real-life Indiana Jones and his humanitarian campaign to use education to combat terrorism in the
Taliban’s backyard Anyone who despairs of the individual’s power to change lives has to read the story of Greg Mortenson, a homeless
mountaineer who, following a 1993 climb of Pakistan’s treacherous K2, was inspired by a chance encounter with impoverished mountain
villagers and promised to build them a school. Over the next decade he built fifty-five schools—especially for girls—that offer a balanced
education in one of the most isolated and dangerous regions on earth. As it chronicles Mortenson’s quest, which has brought him into
conflict with both enraged Islamists and uncomprehending Americans, Three Cups of Tea combines adventure with a celebration of the
humanitarian spirit.
The perfect reality is just a thought away, but it comes at a chilling price. In a near future world, a social network by the name of MINDS gifts
its users with the unique ability to communicate directly by thoughts and recreate reality by their deepest fantasies and desires. In the MINDS
network, desires are actualized in a spilt of a second and unwanted elements erased from reality. The advanced algorithms of MINDS enable
the user to virtually visit any place in the world or in history within seconds, in an utterly realistic three-dimensional reality. Humans can use
their mind to determine everything they please - from the weather to the way their friends look like and behave. But the ultimate comfort
comes at a price, and the unexpected results reveal the grand plan behind MINDS. What stands behind this magnificent social network, and
what are the consequences when the virtual merges with the actual? Netopia follows the heroes of the network in the days before its
establishment, through its launch, relationships and love, and the unexpected change it wreaks on the enthusiastic users who had no idea
what awaited them the moment they gave up control over their minds. Is the MINDS network a dream come true or a nightmare come to life?
Netopia is beyond science fiction: it is a groundbreaking novel that explores the implications of communication technology on human nature
and society, the preference of warmth for realistic animal doll pets but coldness towards humans. the novel speaks to the connected and to
the disconnected, to the great minds and the Neverminds. Netopia is a gleaming hope and a dark warning. So, where is your mind? Scroll up
to grab your copy now.
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek
Little House on the Prairie
Just for Girls
Educational Coloring Books for Girls - for Kids, Animal Coloring Books for Kids Ages 4-8 Girls, Coloring Books for Girls Ages 6-8
(Motivational Coloring Books for Girls)
Twenty-Six Women Who Changed the World
Prague

Profiles the lives of twenty-six women who, through their acts and deeds, helped shape and
change the world during their lifetime, including pilot Amelia Earhart and anthropologist Zora
Neal Hurston.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From the # 1 New York Times bestselling author of Eat Pray
Love and The Signature of All Things, a delicious novel of glamour, sex, and adventure, about a
young woman discovering that you don't have to be a good girl to be a good person. "A
spellbinding novel about love, freedom, and finding your own happiness." - PopSugar "Intimate
and richly sensual, razzle-dazzle with a hint of danger." -USA Today "Pairs well with a
cocktail...or two." -TheSkimm "Life is both fleeting and dangerous, and there is no point in
denying yourself pleasure, or being anything other than what you are." Beloved author Elizabeth
Gilbert returns to fiction with a unique love story set in the New York City theater world
during the 1940s. Told from the perspective of an older woman as she looks back on her youth
with both pleasure and regret (but mostly pleasure), City of Girls explores themes of female
sexuality and promiscuity, as well as the idiosyncrasies of true love. In 1940, nineteen-yearold Vivian Morris has just been kicked out of Vassar College, owing to her lackluster freshmanyear performance. Her affluent parents send her to Manhattan to live with her Aunt Peg, who owns
a flamboyant, crumbling midtown theater called the Lily Playhouse. There Vivian is introduced to
an entire cosmos of unconventional and charismatic characters, from the fun-chasing showgirls to
a sexy male actor, a grand-dame actress, a lady-killer writer, and no-nonsense stage manager.
But when Vivian makes a personal mistake that results in professional scandal, it turns her new
world upside down in ways that it will take her years to fully understand. Ultimately, though,
it leads her to a new understanding of the kind of life she craves - and the kind of freedom it
takes to pursue it. It will also lead to the love of her life, a love that stands out from all
the rest. Now eighty-nine years old and telling her story at last, Vivian recalls how the events
of those years altered the course of her life - and the gusto and autonomy with which she
approached it. "At some point in a woman's life, she just gets tired of being ashamed all the
time," she muses. "After that, she is free to become whoever she truly is." Written with a
powerful wisdom about human desire and connection, City of Girls is a love story like no other.
Don’t miss one of America’s top 100 most-loved novels, selected by PBS’s The Great American
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Read. This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is
a classic of children's literature that is "just about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook
appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other
devices. Some Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in
Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who
simply wants a friend. They also express the love of a girl named Fern, who saved Wilbur's life
when he was born the runt of his litter. E. B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of
friendship, love, life, and death that will continue to be enjoyed by generations to come. It
contains illustrations by Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart
Little and Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, among many other books. Whether enjoyed
in the classroom or for homeschooling or independent reading, Charlotte's Web is a proven
favorite.
New York Times Bestseller! Just How Big Can a Little Girl Dream? Ask Isabella... She takes a
wild ride-and discovers the sky's the limit! "This story...speaks frankly about self-identity
and self affirmation as Isabella decides at the end that she is actually herself...because she
possesses the best parts of all of the women she looks up to." -ForeWord Magazine "The colorful
mixed-media artwork reinforces the fanciful, upbeat tone of the book. Use this story to ignite
young readers' interest in women's history." -School Library Journal Who Is Your Hero?
Isabella's include U.S. Astronaut Sally Ride, activist Rosa Parks, and sharpshooter Annie Oakleybut there's no bigger hero than Isabella's own mommy! Join Isabella on an adventure of discoveryand find out how imagining to be these extraordinary women teaches her the importance of being
her extraordinary self. A rollicking read-aloud and terrific "read-to-myself" story, My Name Is
Not Isabella is capturing hearts and awards, including: Silver ForeWord Book of the Year Award
for Picture Books Gold Moonbeam Children's Book Award Gold Independent Publisher Book Award
Amelia Bloomer List Jennifer Fosberry is a science geek turned children's book writer. Until
recently, she worked as a project manager in Silicon Valley in the high-tech electronic field.
She currently divides her time between the San Francisco Bay Area and Costa Rica with her
husband and three children. Mike Litwin combines a variety of media to create scenes that serve
the imagination and education of women. A graduate of the East Carolina University School of Art
and Design, he plays both designer and illustrator with an often wacky, always delightful style
that uniquely blends playful innocence with devilish mischief. Illustrating and telling stories
for children is his passion, his entertainment, and his dream. He currently lives in Greenville,
North Carolina, with his wife and three daughters.
Just How Big Can a Little Girl Dream?
Julia Jones' Diary, Horse Mad Girl, Diary of an Almost Cool Girl and Diary of Mr TDH
The Care & Keeping of You
The Birthday Girl
Call Your Daughter Home

This endearing tale is a unique work of historical fiction for cat lovers. It follows the life of a Japanese
farm boy named Isao, who befriends a remarkable cat. Together, they experience Japan's transformative
Meiji period. The journey begins in the peaceful farmlands at the foot of Mount Fuji, and then takes the
reader through upheavals of war and cultural revolution. Isao comes to know great adventure, great love
and great loss. Like Japan, he is transformed, his life taking a new turn with each of the nine
incarnations of his dear companion.
"Alpha Girls is reporter Julian Guthrie's powerful account of five women pioneers in the field of venture
capital who bucked the system and found ways to survive and thrive in the cutthroat, high-stakes, maledominated world of Silicon Valley"--Provided by publisher.
A ground-breaking book on the needs and issues of girls with attentional problems: why they are often
undiagnosed, how they are different from boys, and what their special needs are in school, in their social
world and at home. Age-related checklists from pre-school to high school help parents and professionals
better identify and help girls with AD/HD.
Longlisted for the 2022 Booker Prize "A hypnotic and electrifying Irish tale that transcends country,
transcends time." —Lily King, New York Times bestselling author of Writers & Lovers Small Things Like
These is award-winning author Claire Keegan's landmark new novel, a tale of one man's courage and a
remarkable portrait of love and family It is 1985 in a small Irish town. During the weeks leading up to
Christmas, Bill Furlong, a coal merchant and family man faces into his busiest season. Early one
morning, while delivering an order to the local convent, Bill makes a discovery which forces him to
confront both his past and the complicit silences of a town controlled by the church. Already an
international bestseller, Small Things Like These is a deeply affecting story of hope, quiet heroism, and
empathy from one of our most critically lauded and iconic writers.
City of Girls
Amelia to Zora
The Women Upstarts who Took on Silicon Valley's Male Culture and Made the Deals of a Lifetime
Great Books for Girls
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I'm Glad My Mom Died
The Adventures of Rooney Cruz

Journey to the Center of Prague! "If European cities were a necklace, Prague would be a diamond
among the pearls." -Jean-Claude Adéméci And there's no city in the world quite like Prague,
Czech Republic! And for a limited time, Passport to European Travel Guides offers this
comprehensive, yet quick and concise, 5-day guide to Prague-home to "Fred and Ginger"-among a
few other things! 5-Day Travel Guide to Unforgettable Czech Travel Have no idea where to start?
Or maybe you have some idea but could use a treasure trove of great insider tips? Well, read on!
You see, we know your trip begins long before you even book the flight, so this guide is chock
full of dynamite tips on everything you need to know BEFORE you go-and much, much more you'll
thank us for! Passport to European Travel Guides Features: * Dynamite Insider Tips-for tourists!
We give you the scoop on everything from local etiquette to saving money! * 5-Day Suggested
Itinerary-cover the best spots the city has to offer in 5 magical days! * Luxury Sleeps, Luxury
Eats-our best recommendations for ultimate luxury in Prague * Budget Sleeps, Budget Eats-best
spots for travelers on a budget * Map-of Prague * City Snapshot-language, currency, airports,
country code + more! * Before You Go-there are some things you need to know! * Getting in the
Mood-with a few great films and books to enjoy before you go! * Local Tourist Information-where
to find it once you're on the ground in Prague * Overview-of Prague * Czech Phrases For
Emergencies-least you'll know how to holler, "Help!" * Climate + Best Times to Travel-to Prague
* All About Tours-By bike, boat, bus or special interest and walking tours + our top
recommendations with links and more! * Prague Nightlife-the best bars, clubs, live music,
theater and dancing * Lots more-we aim to get you in the know!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB PICK A PENGUIN BOOK
CLUB PICK "Beautifully written and incredibly funny. . . I fell in love with Eleanor; I think
you will fall in love, too!" --Reese Witherspoon Smart, warm, uplifting, the story of an out-ofthe-ordinary heroine whose deadpan weirdness and unconscious wit make for an irresistible
journey as she realizes the only way to survive is to open her heart. No one's ever told Eleanor
that life should be better than fine. Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles with appropriate
social skills and tends to say exactly what she's thinking. Nothing is missing in her carefully
timetabled life of avoiding social interactions, where weekends are punctuated by frozen pizza,
vodka, and phone chats with Mummy. But everything changes when Eleanor meets Raymond, the
bumbling and deeply unhygienic IT guy from her office. When she and Raymond together save Sammy,
an elderly gentleman who has fallen on the sidewalk, the three become the kinds of friends who
rescue one another from the lives of isolation they have each been living. And it is Raymond's
big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor find the way to repair her own profoundly damaged
one.
Pride and Prejudice, one of the greatest love stories ever told . . . in texts?! Imagine: What
if Lizzy Bennet and Mr. Darcy had smartphones and dated IRL (in real life)? A classic is reborn
in this clever adaptation of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice! A truth universally
acknowledged: a rich guy must want a wife. A terrible first impression. A couple that’s meant to
be . . . if they can just get over themselves. #hatersgonnadate Don’t miss: Lydia taking selfies
with soldiers, Mrs. Bennet’s humble-brag status updates, Lizzy texting from her long walks, and
Darcy swiping left on a dance card app. tl;dr Jane Austen’s most famous novel told through its
characters texting with emojis, posting photos, checking in at locations, and updating their
relationship statuses. The perfect gift for any teen (or any reader with a sense of humor)! A
glossary and cast of characters are included for those who need it. For example: tl;dr means too
long; didn’t read.
In the thrilling, suspenseful new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Melissa de la
Cruz, all of Ellie de Florent-Stinson’s secrets come to light in one eventful evening full of
twists, turns, and surprises. Before she became a glamorous fashion designer, Ellie de FlorentStinson was a trailer-park teen about to turn sixteen. But a night of birthday celebration
doesn’t go exactly as planned and descends into a night she’ll never be able to forget. Now, on
the cusp of her fortieth birthday, it appears Ellie has everything she ever wanted: a handsome
husband; an accomplished, college-age stepdaughter; a beautiful ten-year-old girl; adorable and
rambunctious six-year-old twin boys; lush, well-appointed homes in Los Angeles, Park City, and
Palm Springs; a thriving career; and a dazzling circle of friends. Except everything is not
quite as perfect as it looks on the outside—Ellie is keeping many secrets. But hiding those
skeletons has a cost, and it all comes to a head the night of her fabulous birthday party in the
desert—where everyone who matters in her life shows up, invited or not. Old and new friends and
frenemies, stepdaughters and business partners, ex-wives and ex-husbands congregate, and the
glittering facade of Ellie’s life begins to crumble. Beautifully paced and full of surprises,
The Birthday Girl is an enthralling tale of a life lived in shadow and its unavoidable
consequences.
Darcy Swipes Left
Alpha Girls
The Nine Lives of Ichiban
Dangerous Books for Girls
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Bloomsbury Girls
A Guide for Living the Life You Love
An updated edition of a best-selling reference for younger adolescents shares practical, expert advice on topics
ranging from hair care and healthy eating to menstruation and acne. Original.
Presents an annotated bibliography of picture books, novels, biographies, and folktales that feature heroines who
appeal to girls.
Amazon July Best of the Month Pick “Like Jill McCorkle and Sue Monk Kidd, Spera probes the comfort and strength
women find in their own company.”— O Magazine For readers of Delia Owens’ Where the Crawdads Sing and Sue
Monk Kidd’s The Secret Life of Bees, this extraordinary historical debut novel follows three fierce Southern women
in an unforgettable story of motherhood and womanhood. It’s 1924 in Branchville, South Carolina and three
women have come to a crossroads. Gertrude, a mother of four, must make an unconscionable decision to save her
daughters. Retta, a first-generation freed slave, comes to Gertrude’s aid by watching her children, despite the
gossip it causes in her community. Annie, the matriarch of the influential Coles family, offers Gertrude
employment at her sewing circle, while facing problems of her own at home. These three women seemingly have
nothing in common, yet as they unite to stand up to injustices that have long plagued the small town, they find
strength in the bond that ties women together. Told in the pitch-perfect voices of Gertrude, Retta, and Annie, Call
Your Daughter Home is an emotional, timeless story about the power of family, community, and ferocity of
motherhood. “A mesmerizing Southern tale...Authentic, gripping, a page-turner, yet also a novel filled with
language that begs to be savored.”— Lisa Wingate, New York Times Bestselling Author of Before We Were Yours
“Deb Spera is a master of voice, a master of deep-diving access to the roiling depths of human identity...An
exhilarating and important book.” — Robert Olen Butler, Pulitzer Prize winning author of A Good Scent from a
Strange Mountain
The third book in Laura Ingalls Wilder's treasured Little House series—now available as an ebook! This digital
version features Garth Williams's classic illustrations, which appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in
rich black-and-white on all other devices. The adventures continue for Laura Ingalls and her family as they leave
their little house in the Big Woods of Wisconsin and set out for the big skies of the Kansas Territory. They travel for
many days in their covered wagon until they find the best spot to build their house. Soon they are planting and
plowing, hunting wild ducks and turkeys, and gathering grass for their cows. Just when they begin to feel settled,
they are caught in the middle of a dangerous conflict. The nine Little House books are inspired by Laura's own
childhood and have been cherished by generations of readers as both a unique glimpse into America's frontier
history and as heartwarming, unforgettable stories.
Coloring Books For Girls
My Name Is Not Isabella
Books for Girls - 4 Great Stories for 8 to 12 Year Olds
More Than 600 Books to Inspire Today's Girls and Tomorrow's Women
A Novel
Understanding Girls with AD/HD

Eleven-year-old Delphine has it together. Even though her mother, Cecile, abandoned her and her younger sisters, Vonetta
and Fern, seven years ago. Even though her father and Big Ma will send them from Brooklyn to Oakland, California, to stay
with Cecile for the summer. And even though Delphine will have to take care of her sisters, as usual, and learn the truth
about the missing pieces of the past. When the girls arrive in Oakland in the summer of 1968, Cecile wants nothing to do with
them. She makes them eat Chinese takeout dinners, forbids them to enter her kitchen, and never explains the strange visitors
with Afros and black berets who knock on her door. Rather than spend time with them, Cecile sends Delphine, Vonetta, and
Fern to a summer camp sponsored by a revolutionary group, the Black Panthers, where the girls get a radical new education.
Set during one of the most tumultuous years in recent American history, one crazy summer is the heartbreaking, funny tale
of three girls in search of the mother who abandoned them—an unforgettable story told by a distinguished author of books
for children and teens, Rita Williams-Garcia.
The companion to our bestselling book, The Care & Keeping of You, received its own all-new makeover! This upated
interactive journal allows girls to record their moods, track their periods, and keep in touch with their overall health and wellbeing. Tips, quizzes, and checklists help girls understand and express what's happening to their bodies - and their feelings
about it.
"Delightful." --People, Pick of the Week *Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2022 by Katie Couric Media, the CBC, the
Globe and Mail, BookBub, POPSUGAR, SheReads, Women.com and more!* Natalie Jenner, the internationally bestselling
author of The Jane Austen Society, returns with a compelling and heartwarming story of post-war London, a century-old
bookstore, and three women determined to find their way in a fast-changing world in Bloomsbury Girls. Bloomsbury Books
is an old-fashioned new and rare book store that has persisted and resisted change for a hundred years, run by men and
guided by the general manager's unbreakable fifty-one rules. But in 1950, the world is changing, especially the world of
books and publishing, and at Bloomsbury Books, the girls in the shop have plans: Vivien Lowry: Single since her aristocratic
fiance was killed in action during World War II, the brilliant and stylish Vivien has a long list of grievances--most of them
well justified and the biggest of which is Alec McDonough, the Head of Fiction. Grace Perkins: Married with two sons, she's
been working to support the family following her husband's breakdown in the aftermath of the war. Torn between duty to
her family and dreams of her own. Evie Stone: In the first class of female students from Cambridge permitted to earn a
degree, Evie was denied an academic position in favor of her less accomplished male rival. Now she's working at Bloomsbury
Books while she plans to remake her own future. As they interact with various literary figures of the time--Daphne Du
Maurier, Ellen Doubleday, Sonia Blair (widow of George Orwell), Samuel Beckett, Peggy Guggenheim, and others--these
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three women with their complex web of relationships, goals and dreams are all working to plot out a future that is richer and
more rewarding than anything society will allow.
Describes health, body, and emotional issues for girls reaching adolescence, including nutrition, menstruation, and why girls
think and act different from boys.
The Body Book for Younger Girls
The Girls
One Man's Mission to Promote Peace . . . One School at a Time
Three Cups of Tea
Small Things Like These
Little Red Riding Hood. Into the Forest Again
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